Other Sources of Funding

Classics for All
Classics for All supports state schools across the UK to introduce or develop the teaching of classical
subjects. As well as initial advice, support may include initial training, Continuing Professional
Development and a contribution to any cover costs incurred, ongoing support and mentoring, and a
modest contribution to resources and books. Grant applications are accepted throughout the year.
https://classicsforall.org.uk/my-school-wants-classics/apply-support

The Roman Society
The Roman Society awards grants to schools to help promote the teaching of Latin and Roman studies.
Grants are usually in the range of £50 to £500 and are mostly for books and other teaching resources,
although the Committee also makes awards to schools and museums organising lectures or study days
on Roman themes. Applications from schools planning to start courses in Latin are particularly
welcome. There are three closing dates: 1 February, 1 June and 1 November.
https://www.romansociety.org/Grants-Prizes/Grants-for-Schools
Bursaries up to a maximum of £100 are available for teachers who wish to attend a Latin language
course at a Summer School. The deadline is 30 April in any year.
https://www.romansociety.org/Grants-Prizes/Bursaries-for-Teachers

The Hellenic Society
The Hellenic Society awards small grants to institutions and schools to assist projects and events in
the field of Hellenic Studies, including productions of Greek drama, student bursary schemes for
conferences and fieldwork, the development of new courses, provision of books and other teaching
materials, and summer schools for pupils. The application deadlines are 1 May and 1 October.
The Dover Fund, established in honour of Sir Kenneth Dover and administered by the Hellenic
Society, awards grants to postgraduates and young scholars for such purposes as visits to libraries,
museums and sites. The Fund aims to further the study of the Greek language in any period from the
Bronze Age to the 15th century AD, and to further the edition and exegesis of Greek texts, including
papyri and inscriptions, from any period within those same limits. The deadline for applications is 1
May.
https://www.hellenicsociety.org.uk/grants/

The Royal Historical Society
The Royal Historical Society awards grants for research expenses and conference travel grants
for postgraduates registered for research degrees at UK institutions of higher education (full-time and
part-time). In addition, the RHS also considers applications for research expenses grants from
doctoral students registered for a research degree outside the UK, and for conference travel grants
from early career researchers. The closing dates for applications and supporting references in 2021
are 25 January, 29 March, 7 June, and 18 October.
http://royalhistsoc.org/grants/

The Institute of Classical Studies
The Institute of Classical Studies offers small grants (usually £250-500) in support of conferences and
workshops throughout the UK, with preference given to proposals for meetings on innovative and
interdisciplinary themes, or on emerging or endangered subjects. Grants are exclusively for the
support of academic aspects of the conference, e.g. allowing a distinguished international scholar to
be invited to speak. The forthcoming deadlines for applications are 1 March and 1 June 2021.
In addition, the ICS offers small grants (up to a maximum of £500 per application) in support of
Classics-themed public engagement activities in the current academic year. Applicants must be UKbased researchers and preference will be given to proposals for activities which involve collaboration
with external partners. Activities must demonstrate aspects of Classics research in ways that are
accessible, enjoyable and understandable for non-academic audiences. The next deadline for
applications is 1 May 2021.
https://ics.sas.ac.uk/awards/grants
The Society of Dilettanti
The Society of Dilettanti offers annual awards for students of Classical Studies at a UK university for
visiting classical sites and museums in Greece, Italy or the Eastern Mediterranean. The intention is
that this should provide an opportunity for those who would not otherwise be able to travel to see
and experience at first hand works of Classical art and architecture. Appropriate candidates would be
undergraduates planning an independent visit to the Mediterranean in the summer vacation.
https://ics.sas.ac.uk/awards/award-prizes

The Thomas Wiedemann Memorial Fund
The Thomas Wiedemann Memorial Fund provides small grants for Postgraduate students in Classical
Studies at UK universities to assist with the costs of research visits to universities, libraries, or
museums in the UK. Grants are mainly for travel costs, although assistance may also be given with
accommodation, subsistence costs and conference fees. Any student currently enrolled for a taught
or research postgraduate course related to the ancient Greek or Roman worlds (broadly defined) at
any UK university is eligible to apply. Applications should usually be made at least one month before
the intended date of travel.
http://www.thomaswiedemann.org.uk/

The Association for the Study and Preservation of Roman Mosaics (ASPROM)
The Association for the Study and Preservation of Roman Mosaics (ASPROM) offers grants up to a
maximum value of £500 to support projects relating to the study, conservation and display of ancient
mosaics. The grants are open to individuals and to UK sites and museums. Applicants for individual
grants should be ASPROM members and doing research for a degree and/or for the publication of a
book or article on ancient mosaics, or participating in a project to conserve or preserve mosaics.
Applicants for museum or site grants can be the owner or director of the museum or site, an
organization that supports the work of the museum or site, or an individual acting on behalf of a
museum or site. Awards are made twice a year. The application deadlines are 31 January and 31
August.
http://www.asprom.org/about/grants.html

CUCD grants for pedagogy
The CUCD Education Committee has introduced a scheme to awards grants of up to £500 in support
of HE Pedagogy events. Bids must include an applicant based at a UK HEI institution, must relate to
teaching in higher education in the UK (though there can be crossover with school teaching), and must
relate to teaching and learning in Classical Studies and related disciplines (the literature, ancient
history, archaeology, philosophy, linguistics, visual culture, and reception of Greece and Rome,
etc). Dates for applications in the 2020-2021 academic year will be announced in due course.
https://cucd.blogs.sas.ac.uk/grants-for-he-pedagogy-events/

